
 
Book of Spells 

  



Latin Words 
alibi: elsewhere	

audio:	I	hear	

alimenti:	food	/	nourishment 

alter:	another 

astro: star	

basium:	kiss 

bellum: war 

bonus: good 

borealis: northern	

canis:	dog 

caust: to	burn	

catti:	cat	

ceres:	bread	

clavus:	wart 

co: to	join	

commuto:	change 

corpus: body	

crustulum:	small	cake	/	cookie 

derma: skin 

dict: to	speak 

dies: day 

domus: home/house 

draconis:	dragon 

ego: I/me 

erectus: upright 

flect: bend 

flor: flower	

foedus:	ghastly 

gens: family 

geo: earth 

ger: old	age 

graph: writing 

heli:	sun 

hemi: half 

homo: human	

invisibilis:	invisible 

ject: throw 

lingu: language 



magnus: great	

mal: bad 

mania: madness,	insanity 

mentis: mind	

militis:	soldier 

mob: move 

morph:	form	

moveo:	dance 

nemo: nobody 

nov: new 

ocu: eye 

omnis:	everything	

os:	face 

para: protection	from 

pax: peace	

pecus:	animal 

phil: love	(friend) 

plaud: approve,	clap 

pneum: breathing,	air,	spirit 

pop: people 

poly: many 

purg: clean 

put: think 

primus: first 

qui: who 

rex: king 

rhin: nose 

rid: laugh 

sapiens: wise 

somn: sleep 

super: highest 

terra: earth 

tempus: time 

therm: heat 

tox: poison 

verb: word	

vestis:	clothes 

vitro:	glass 

vivo: live 

vol: wish	

volare:	fly 

vor: eat 

vox:	voice 

xanth: yellow 

xen: foreign



My Spells 
  



Accio: Brings an object to you  
 

Aguamenti: Creates a gush of water from the tip of the spell 
caster’s wand  
 

Alohomora: Opens locks  

 

Avada Kedavra: The Unforgivable Curse; Kills your opponent; 

taken from “Abra Cadabra”  
 

Avifors: Turns things into birds  

 

Avis: Makes birds fly out of the end of your wand  

 

Bombarda: Causes a small, locally contained explosion. To make a 

bigger explosion, one could use “bombarda maxima”  
 

Colloportus: Closes a door and binds it so that it can’t be opened.  

 

Confringo: AKA the Blasting Curse; Causes the item targeted to 

explode  
 

Confundus: Confounds your target, or makes them temporarily 

confused  
 

Crucio: The Second Unforgivable Curse, the Cruciatus Curse; 

Tortures your opponent mercilessly  
 

Deletrius: Erases the last spell cast by a wand so that it can’t be 

discovered  
 

Duro: Turns an item to stone.  

 

Engorgio: Makes an item larger, as in swollen  

 

Episkey: Heals relatively minor wounds.  



 

Evanesco: Causes an item to immediately dissolve away, as if it had 

never existed  
 

Expecto Patronum: Creates Patronus  

 

Expelliarmus: Disarms the target of the spell, such as knocking 

their wand out of their hand  
 

Ferula: Binds a broken limb with a splint and bandages, tightly 

wrapped  
 

Finite Incantatem: Stops any spell  

 

Flagrate: Allows the user to write or draw in the air with fire  

 

Flipendo: Also knows as the Knockback Jinx, pushes or flips 

something backwards  
 

Geminio: Creates a duplicate of an item (a twin, as in the zodiacal 

sign Gemini).  

 

Immobulus: Immobilizes the target  

 

Impedimenta: Puts up an impediment that slows down something 

or someone that is coming toward you  
 

Imperio: The third unforgivable curse. Allows the user to assume 

complete control of another person  
 

Incarcerous: Conjures up ropes, which then bind an opponent  

 

Incendio: Lights a fire  

 

Legilimens: Allows the user to gain access to another’s mind and 

memories  



 

Levicorpus: Turns your opponent upside down and dangles them 

in thin air  
 

Locomotor Mortis: The Leg-Locker Curse; locks an opponent’s 

legs together  
 

Lumos: Creates light, usually by making the tip of the wand glow. 

More light can be created using “lumos maxima”  
 

Muffliato: Causes a buzzing noise to surround a limited area so 

that those in the area can carry on a private conversation  
 

Nox: Extinguishes light, used to douse the light created by 

“Lumos”  
 

Obliviate: Makes a person “oblivious”, erasing their memories of 

an event  
 

Orchideous: Conjures a bunch of flowers from the user’s wand  

 

Petrificus Totalus: Total petrification; petrifies an opponent 

totally  
 

Protego: Protects the user, and sends a spell back on an opponent  

 

Quietus: Makes things quiet, used to muffle “Sonorus”  

 

Reducio: Shrinks an item  

 

Reducto: Blasts solid objects into pieces  

 

Reparo: Repairs broken items  

 

Repello: Repels something  

 

Repello Muggletum: Makes an area invisible to Muggles  



 

Revelio: Causes something that is hidden to be revealed  

 

Riddikulus: Makes a boggart assume a “ridiculous” form, thereby 

making it funny instead of terrifying  
 

Scourgify: Used to clean dirt or other material off of a surface  

 

Silencio: Makes the target of the spell unable to make any sound.  

 

Sonorus: Amplifies the user’s voice  

 

Stupefy: Stupefies an opponent, or knocks them insensible 

temporarily  
 

Wingardium Leviosa: Allows the user to make an object levitate 

 


